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Launched in Spring 2019, 150E58 is the highly regarded magazine and 
directory of the showrooms located in the A&D Building. 

150E58 inspires architects, designers, and discerning homeowners to shop 
the finest collection of premium brands to suit any design project all under 
one roof.

150E58 captures the essence of the showrooms in the A&D Building 
through visually appealing photography and stories that engage its readers.

As an authority on luxury products for residential and commercial projects, 
the magazine delivers cutting-edge trend coverage, curated product stories, 
the latest design voices, and projects from around the world.

The Architect’s & 
Designers Building 
at 150 E. 58th St. 
is New York’s 
Best Address for 
Kitchen, Bath and 
Fine Furnishings. 
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I N S I D E : 
THE A&D 

BUILDING 
SHOWROOM 

DIRECTORY

ZAHA HADID’S 
1000 MUSEUM

MIAMI 
MODERN

LEYDEN 
LEWIS AT  

UN PLAZA
ISLAND LIFE
DAUN CURRY

ISHKA 
DESIGNS

HISTORY 
REVISITED

MCKIM, 
MEAD & 

WHITE

+
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About the Architect’s 
& Designers Building
For more than twenty years, the A&D Building has been New York’s 
ultimate showroom resource featuring New York City’s largest 
selection of luxury kitchen and bath, appliances, cabinetry, tile and 
stone, wood flooring, custom A/V, carpets, outdoor furniture, lighting, 
window treatments, and high-end residential and contract furniture.

With nearly 40 showrooms, featuring thousands of distinctive 
products, the A&D Building offers trade professionals and discerning 
homeowners the finest collection of premium brands to suit any 
design project from commercial workspaces and high-end residential 
to global hotels and restaurants.

‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘Providing such a necessary 
set of resources, as it does, 
it is a one-stop-shop for 
me. It has long been an 
iconic destination for the 
New York world of interior 
design. Thank heaven for 
the A&D Building.”  
—Alexa Hampton, designer
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150E58 Reaches 
the Right Audience
Published twice a year, 150E58 is read by a sophisticated audience of kitchen 
and interior designers, residential, commercial and hospitality architects, 
property development executives, realtors and luxury homeowners.

ON-SITE 
DISTRIBUTION 
of 3,000 copies of 
each issue through 
the main lobby and 
each showroom

EMAIL 
DISTRIBUTION 
of each digital 
issue to 40,000 
designers, 
architects and high-
end homeowners

DIRECT MAIL 
of each issue to 17,000 
designers, architects, 
developers, realtors and 
luxury homeowners

TOTAL ANNUAL 
DISTRIBUTION

120,000+
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You’re in the 
Right Company

150E58 features the best in luxury advertisers, such as:

Architectural Grill • Audio Command • BauTeam German Kitchen 

Tailors • Bilotta Kitchens • Bosch • Carlisle Wide Plank Floors • 

Cosentino Surfaces • Dacor Kitchen Theater • Eggersmann •  

Ferguson • Fisher & Paykel • Florense USA • Gaggenau •  

Gurri NYC • Hans Krug • Holly Hunt • J Geiger Shading • Listone 

Giordano Wood Floors • Middleby Residential | Viking | La Cornue •  

Ornare • Paris Ceramics • Paula McDonald Design • Poggenpohl •  

Poliform • Scavolini USA • Sherwin Williams • Siematic • SMEG • 

Snaidero • St. Charles New York • Studium • Sub-Zero • Thermador • 

West | Wood Architectural Surfaces • and more
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150E58 
360° Marketing Opportunities
Expose your brand further with digital advertising and on-site events.

For more information, please contact the A&D Building 
Marketing Department at ADMarketing@theMart.com 

DIGITAL

SOCIAL MEDIA

EBLASTS

EVENTS

>  Online advertising available on 150mag.com 

>  Digital editions with interactive links and enhanced 
advertising options

>  Social media campaigns reaching dedicated 
Facebook and Instagram followers

>  Banner ads on dedicated 150E58 issue 
announcement eblasts and regular A&D Building 
eblasts to a trade audience of 40,000

>  Event creation 

>  Event Sponsorship: Market Day | Fall 2021 
Magazine Launch Events
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150E58 
Editorial Calendar

SPRING 2021
Ad Commitment Date 1/21/21

Materials Due 1/28/21

Distribution Date 3/9/21

FALL 2021
Ad Commitment Date 7/22/21

Materials Due 7/29/21

Distribution Date 9/9/21

Payment Due: Upon signing the contract
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Marketplace

JENNAIR Rise 
professional-style 

ranges are forged in 
mixed metals, and 
feature diamond-

etched handles, 
brushed brass 

knob collars, and 
geometric grates.

MIELE The French Door Refrigerator is part of the 
brand’s redesigned MasterCool line, now mobile-

enabled to allows users to control the temperatures, 
switch on programs, and more.

FANTINI The Acquafi t Dream increases multisensory 
and environmental comfort, with features such as white 
light, chromotherapy, and the “Feel” program. Functions 
can be activated via touchscreen controls. Nozzles are 
grouped closely together to enhance the experience for 
total body rejuvenation. 

Marketplace

GAGGENAU The Vario 
400 series double 

wine cabinet includes 
individual temperature 

zones and humidity 
control in its stainless 

steel interior. 

SNAIDERO Achieve a clean, modern look with the new Refl ect white matte 
laminate cabinets and walls, paired with white limed oak Matrix base and island. 

The countertop and backsplash are Silestone Calacatta Gold.

LISTONE 
GIORDANO 
Fabrique, designed 
by Mark Sadler, is 
part of the Natural 
Genius collection, 
which comes in six 
colors: Fumée Noir, 
Graphite, Ciment, 
Argile, Tabac and 
Corde.

EDWARD FIELDS Pleo I is part of the 
Bec Brittain collection and is inspired by the 

gossamer quality of insect wings.

accommodate the fl ow of guests. “We took these Minotti sofas, and we split them 
up to create a gap so that it really is a free fl owing lounge space,” says Gersten. 
“That’s what also led to the smattering of the small tables.”

Meanwhile on the second fl oor, a sitting room occupies an area at the 
intersection of multiple bedrooms. “This is sort of a congregating room where 
everyone can come out and lounge together,” Gersten says. “The intention was 
to create a spa-type feeling here, so there are yummy textures and colors.” These 
include ultrasuede walls and inviting poufs shaped like scattered stones. There’s a 
nod to Agent 007 here, too — a light sculpture on the wall that marries Bond zing 
with organic shapes.

Ultimate serenity awaits nearby. “The idea was a cozy bedroom with this 
play on shape,” explains Gersten, noting how rich upholstery gives the room a 
“pillowy” feeling. Meanwhile, the master bath revolves around a soaking tub set 
on shining slab stone.

Another way the earth fi nds its way into the home is its distinct mix of metals 
— a nod to Danielle Gregory’s work designing and curating jewelry collections. 
The result is mix of fi nishes and colors that refl ect the earth’s treasures in their 
near-infi nite variety. According to Gersten, all this connection to the earth makes 
Gregory feel “that the house is breathing.” Thus, Gersten continues, “there is a lot 
of heart and soul in that house” — not to mention a bit of Bond. ■
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LEFT: A second fl oor sitting room for the 
family to lounge and relax. 

BELOW: A Bec Brittain Maxhedron light fi xture 
shines over a pillowy master bedroom. 

RIGHT: A luxurious soaking tub with a view 
anchors the master bath.

“THE IDEA WAS A 
COZY BEDROOM 

WITH THIS PLAY 
ON SHAPE.”
— J e s s i c a  G e r s t e n
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TOP: Drift o�  with 
an Ipanema bed with 
night tray. BOTTOM: 
A gathering area 
welcomes with a 
Dune sofa, Elise pouf 
and Tribeca co� ee 
table. OPPOSITE: 
See geometry as a 
Mondrian sofa hugs 
both a Home Hotel 
square co� ee table 
and a Mondrian 
round co� ee table.

The founders always wanted to create a collection that everyone could make 
their own.” So what kind of party guests does Woodard imagine perching on 
the poufs and clustering on the sofas? “Given the townhouse is in SoHo, and it 
has such great walls for art, I see it as a perfect collector’s house—hosting parties 
for the art world glitterati,” suggests Woodard. “Hopefully I can get on the list!”

Though the scope of the project was about Poliform’s extensive furniture 
lines, Woodard says they could have made even more design dreams come 
true. “74 Wooster was a furnishing project, but the full Poliform interiors range 
from closets to kitchens and furniture,” Woodard notes. “We would start with 
kitchens, closets, and all cabinetry to set the bones of the house before moving 
on to the furniture.” Ideally, Woodard sees the townhouse topped off with a 
Poliform kitchen and “dream walk-in closet.”

But how do the pieces that did make the display refl ect Poliform? “The 
founders and company are naturally part of the history and fi ber of their region 
in Italy, and I think this comes through in the furniture,” observes Woodard. “It’s 
something Poliform has retained since even as it evolved to offer today’s much 
larger collection at over 800 points of sale worldwide.”

In describing the Poliform aesthetic, Woodard once again emphasizes 
modern lines, warmth and timeless elegance. For example? “I love how the 
Bristol sofa is perfect in the space and used in different ways. It can be an 
inviting lounge sofa for the media room, a more tailored sofa for the living 
room, or sexy chaise for the rooftop lounge.” Yet he reiterates the company’s 
long-held “My Life” philosophy, noting that one client’s Bristol need not be 
exactly the same as another’s. “Between changing cushion styles or adding or 
removing feet, one can always put their own stamp on this sofa to make it 
uniquely theirs.” ■

“I SEE IT AS A PERFECT COLLECTOR’S HOUSE, 
FOR THE ART WORLD GLITTERATI.”

— K e v i n  W o o d a r d
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Favorite Things

Virginia Toledo and 
Jessica Geller

Toledo Geller is a boutique � rm that excels at delivering turn-key, custom 
residences for singles, couples, and families who value exceptional design. Virginia Toledo 
and Jessica Geller begin every project with a deep dive into how each client dreams of living. 
Getting to know their clients intimately and thoroughly understanding their wish lists and 
worries, allows the design team to create a unique, luxury living space that truly refl ects who 
they are—and what they love. toledogeller.com

Rory McCreesh founded Duce Construction in 1990. 
The company has a dedicated team of highly experienced construction 
managers, builders, craftsmen, and draftsmen who work alongside architects 
and designers to bring their visions to life. With multiple levels of expertise in 
structural and mechanical trades, design engineering, millwork and carpentry, 
stone and tile, metal and glass, and fi nishes, Duce specializes in constructing 
and renovating high-end projects in New York, Connecticut, and New Jersey. 
Duce’s projects have been featured in The New York Times, Architectural Digest, 
Interior Design, Downtown Magazine, and Elle Decor, among others. ducecc.com

CORDUROY, ARTISTIC 
TILE: The ribbing in 

this tile is simplistic yet 
chic. Gone are the days 

of polish and sheen, 
and this barely-there 
stripe can lend the 

most subtle texture to a 
bathroom wall.

DRIP FILTER 
COFFEE MACHINE, 
SMEG: Us working 
moms who do it all 

need our co� ee, 
and we need it with 
a pre-set auto start. 
Doesn’t hurt at all 
that it looks good 

sitting there waiting 
for us to use it.

ARTISTIC TILE: 
Architectural and 

textured backsplash tile.

FERGUSON: Our 
go-to for stainless 
faucets and sinks 
with high-style.

MIELE: A classic 
choice for wall-
ovens and glass 

countertops.

ERICA ’19, B&B ITALIA: This chair 
is a perfect modern interpretation 

of a classic wicker and its black 
frame makes it just edgy enough.

STC NO 
1 ’19, ST. 
CHARLES

THE DALBY 
SURFACE 

MOUNTED 
SHOWER SET, 
DRUMMONDS

“The A&D building is one 
of our primary sources 

to recommend and bring 
our clients to, because it 
provides a multitude of 

luxury showrooms where 
they can see products 

and materials installed 
in a fi nished setting. This 

helps clients see the visions 
of the architects and 

designers. I personally love 
that every showroom has 

expertise to advise and 
guide the end user.”

—Rory McCreesh

150E58 
In Every Issue

Residential and Commercial 
Projects Featuring Showroom 
Products

Source Material (Latest Products) Collaboration Nation (Partnerships) Shop Talk (Designer Favorites)

Final Take Showroom Directory

Company Profiles Projects from A-List and 
Emerging Designers

FEATURES

EDITORIAL SECTIONS
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Marketplace

SIEMATIC SLX has completely 
redesigned their signature 

handle-free recess channel, 
making it both a visual and 

tactile experience. LED lighting is 
integrated into the horizontal and 

vertical channels, evoking the 
elegance of fi ne jewelry cases.

S O U R C E
MATERIAL

LUXURIOUS SELECTIONS 
FROM THE SHOWROOMS OF 
THE A&D BUILDING.

WRIT TEN BY PAUL HAGEN  PHOTOGR APHY BY LUCIA ENGS TROM

Diamonds are
FOREVER
In her design for a Tena� y, NJ home, 
Jessica Gersten combines James Bond 
elegance with earthy allure.

“MY CLIENT IS INSPIRED BY 
JAMES BOND.”

— J e s s i c a  G e r s t e n
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This moody man cave was 
created as a gathering place 
for the gents. While its dark 

walls and rug set it apart 
from the rest of the home, 

pale chairs from Profi les NY 
and chunky brass-clad co� ee 
tables shaped like tree trunks 

connect it to an overall em-
phasis on things both neutral 

and natural.
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DREAM A LITTLE DREAM
My dream spaces would consist 
of what directly inspires me. I am 
often times inspired by nature, art, architec-
ture, travel, fashion, and design. However, 
there are certain things specifi cally within 
those categories that speak to me. I love any-
thing 18th century French Rococo, a la Marie 
Antoinette. I love a 1960’s Space Age moment 
with all the plastic and rounded shapes. I also 
love a 1970’s Studio 54 disco vibe. Lastly, the 
Memphis Design Movement and the glamour 
of the 1980’s is always fun. 

NEW BEGINNINGS
I am currently working on a new 
house in the Hamptons, that I am 
building from scratch. I want to chal-
lenge myself with something more Zen and 
minimalistic than I usually do. It has been a 
real challenge for me but I want the space to 
refl ect my carefree nature girl vibe out there. 
Some elements that I want to include are a 
sunken living room and an en suite bathroom 
tiled with the new mosaic collection that I 
designed for New Ravenna. I am defi nitely 
getting one of those in my new house. 

FAVORITE THINGS
My favorite projects are The 
Dakota and Bridgehampton 
because I did those homes for 
my mother who is my daily 
source of inspiration. Also Kips Bay 
because it changed my career, and the collab-
oration with Versace during Salone del Mobile 
last year, because it was a dream come true 
to work in the Versace Palazzo. 

INSPIRED DESIGN
I turn to Dorothy Draper, 
Madeleine Castaing, and Nancy 
Lancaster, not only for the fact 
that they were innovators 
in design but also because they 
are women. I am so inspired by Mario 
Buatta and his opulence which I appreciate so 
much. But Pierre Cardin is probably number 
one for me. His furniture design and his home 
Palais Bulles—originally designed by Pierre 
Bernard in 1984—is the most creative and 
original thing I have ever seen. Cardin then 
transformed the villa with the help of archi-
tect Antti Lovag, creating a fantasy of cellular, 
interwoven forms.

STEP BY STEP
My design process is to start 
with the background � rst, like 
painting on a canvas—what color 
or pattern will cover the ground? 
I work from the walls to the ceiling and then 
to the fl oor and build upon that like painting. 
I sketch designs by hand in my notepads that 
I take everywhere with me. I also have all 
my colored pencils in a cute pencil case which 
makes the process fun for me. 

TREND REPORT
Right now, there is a shift towards 
more playful and whimsical pat-
terns in all categories including 
tiles, fabric, wallpaper, and car-
pets, and that is exciting to me. 
This is a change from the very organic and 
abstract pattern designs that are kind of safe. 
It seems like now everyone wants to make a 
bigger and more personalized statement. 
The trend I wish would come back is defi nite-
ly chintz! I think it could have such a moment 
in a younger, fresher, more modern setting. ■

Final Take
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WRIT TEN BY SASHA BIKOFF 

That Touch of Whimsy

Clockwise from left to right: The bedroom 
Biko
  designed for her mother in the 

Dakota; Biko
  with her Point d’Angleterre 
Lace tile for New Ravenna; The dining 

room at the Versace Palace in Milan; West 
Coast Bandana in Scarlett, part of the 

New World Collection by Sasha Biko
  for 
New Ravenna, available at Studium; Biko
  

sketches her designs by hand.

Designer Sasha Bikoff dishes on her favorite things — from Chintz to the Space Age.

In the lounge-style living 
room, a custom carpet 
from Tai Ping echoes 
the pattern of the LED 
lighting overhead. The 
view is refl ected in the 
polished stainless steel that 
surrounds the windows.

FANTASTIC
LIGHT

WRIT TEN BY DEBOR AH L . MARTIN  PHOTOGR APHY BY DONNA DOTAN

Workshop APD transforms a dreary 
Turtle Bay apartment into an airy duplex.
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In the lounge-style living 
room, a custom carpet 
from Tai Ping echoes 
the pattern of the LED 
lighting overhead. The 
view is refl ected in the 
polished stainless steel that 
surrounds the windows.

FANTASTIC
LIGHT

WRIT TEN BY DEBOR AH L . MARTIN  PHOTOGR APHY BY DONNA DOTAN

Workshop APD transforms a dreary 
Turtle Bay apartment into an airy duplex.
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The vignettes in this Soho townhouse range from this peaceful windowside—featuring Poliform’s Bristol sofa, Home 
Hotel desk/console and Play pouf—to areas designed for mingling in style.

WRIT TEN BY PAUL HAGEN  PHOTOGR APHY BY FEDERICA CARLE T

HomeLife Force
W ith roots reaching back to an 

artisanal design studio in 1942, 
Milan-based Poliform has evolved 
to become an international force in 
interior design. Their offerings are 
notionally organized around the 
concept of the “Poliform Home.” 
So what better way to showcase 

them than in a home setting—specifi cally a luxury townhouse at 74 Wooster 
Street. “It wasn’t until walking through the Joseph Vance Architects-designed 
space we knew exactly what we wanted to communicate,“ said Poliform USA’s 
Kevin Woodard, who was involved with the project’s execution. “The home was 
a perfect blend of modern lines, warmth and timeless elegance—the same that 
Poliform strives to bring to every client project, big or small.”

“We work with so many different designers and architects that specify 
the furniture in so many different ways,” explained Woodard. Thus, they 
do not always see how many of their pieces relate to one another outside a 
showroom. “So 74 Wooster was a good case study for us to see what works 
and what doesn’t.”

The results are spaces geared toward needs from quiet relaxation to 
enthusiastic entertaining. “For many years Poliform had a ‘My Life’ campaign,” 
explains Woodard, “which said a lot about the emotion of the brand. 
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S H O W R O O M S

Hans Krug Fine European Cabinetry
hanskrug.com | 212-355-4140

BauTeam New York 
bauteamnewyork.com | 212-388-6888

Artistic Tile
artistictile.com | 

212-838-3222

Miele Experience Center
mieleusa.com | 800-843-7231

Bilotta Kitchens of NY
bilotta.com | 212-486-6338

FLOOR 9
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Favorite Things

Charles Farruggio is a native New Yorker, with 20 years of experience in the 
design industry. His portfolio of work includes residences for select high-profi le clients and 
hospitality projects for some of the top hotel brands. He has also co-owned a home lifestyle 
retail shop, taught at the New York School of Interior Design, staged real estate listings and 
has traveled internationally as a stylist and design consultant. His interiors are often described 
as inviting, seductive, and elegantly comfortable. He consistently stamps every project with a 
dramatic sensibility, but each project stands on its own, taking its cue from the surroundings, 
history, and ultimately, the people that will inhabit the space. charlesfarruggio.com

SHOP TALK

PLEO I, EDWARD FIELDS: 
I’m in love with this round 

wool and silk rug. It is 
a dynamic and artful 

rug that brings a palette 
of nine colors together 

through pattern and 
various textures over 
a gradient fi eld. I am 

fascinated by its “center 
of attention” personality 

while simultaneously 
having a hypnotic and 

calming e� ect. And what 
better way to break the 

hard-lined expected 
boundaries of a room than 

to bring in a round rug!

MACKINTOSH 1930, 
LEFROY BROOKS: With 

an a� ection for the 
Art Deco period, I am 
immediately drawn to 

the sparkling Mackintosh 
1930 plumbing 

fi xture collection in 
the Lefroy Brooks 

showroom. Classic 
and sophisticated, the 
jewel-like pieces are 

beautiful to the eye and 
feel good in the hand. I 
was tempted to take a 

shower!

EVELYN TILE, STUDIUM: 
There is always a warm 

welcome from David 
Meitus at Studium. My 
fave here is from one 
of their Bright Young 

Things Collection. The 
pattern Evelyn caught 

my eye. The combination 
of luxurious stones and 
brass pattern seduced 

me into running my 
hands over the smooth 

surface.

HIP 2B SQUARE, 
ARTISTIC TILE: The 
expression, “kid in a 

candy store” comes to 
mind at Artistic Tile. 
From their collection 
called Jazz Glass, my 
pick is Hip 2B Square 
Green with Brass. The 

classic pattern makes it 
familiar while the jewel 

toned glass mosaic 
mixed with metal make 

it fresh and fun. I am 
seeing opportunities for 

powder room fl oors, 
bar backsplashes, and 

accent walls.

Three industry professionals choose 
their favorites from the A&D Building.

Charles Farrugio

CAVA CABINET, FLORENSE: The 
jewel I found at Florense, the Brazilian/

Italian, green, furniture designer and 
manufacturer, is a beautiful jewelry 

case called the Cava Cabinet, designed 
by Rejane Carvalho Leite. The drawer 

fronts are shaped to have an integrated 
fi nger pull, and the interiors are lined 
with leather compartments. The top 
is hinged to reveal a mirror. I easily 

pictured this gem standing in my own 
bedroom!

DEKTON TAGA, 
COSENTINO: For me, 

Cosentino’s Dekton and 
Silestone is a standard 
go-to for counter tops 
and other architectural 
surfaces because of its 
highly durable quality. I 

love the dark solid fi nishes 
like Dekton Dark Embers, 

or a solid white like 
Silestone Eternal Statuary, 

my pick here is Dekton 
Taga. Its grayish tones 

with warm veining give it 
a luxurious natural stone 

quality.

DOUBLE LOWTHER 
VANITY, DRUMMONDS: 

This vanity/basin is 
my fave pick from 

Drummonds. Classic, 
handsome, and elegant is 
how I describe it, and my 
preference in fi nishes is 

the unlacquered brass with 
white arabescato marble. 

With a high backsplash 
and deep counter top this 
piece has the ultimate in 

functionality.

a u d i o  v i d e o  s h o w r o o m s

info@innovative.nyc
+1.212.634.4444

Visit us to learn more.

Architects & Designers Building
150 East 58th, Street Level, NYC
www.innovative.nyc

we make it simple
from studios

to estates

we make it entertaining
from background music 
to custom music rooms & theaters

Graphic Design NOTE: Please use THIS COMPOSITION if this PAGE is on the LEFT SIDE of the magazine layout.
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Fab Collab

Florense calls itself a Brazilian company with 
Italian heritage, so it makes perfect sense that 
they would join forces with Helio Ascari, scion 
of the Ascari Formula 1 racing family. Ascari 

created Ascari Bicycles in 2011, and is known for his 
handcrafted, luxurious bicycles.

Ascari says, “When my wife and I bought a house 
in Bedford NY, Florense was my fi rst choice for the 
remodeling of our kitchen. Visiting their showroom in 
Manhattan, I couldn’t stop thinking about the endless 
possibilities how this could be a great opportunity to 
explore my creativity, and design a selection of items.”

Ascari’s leather wrapping technique complements 
Florense’s elegant, organic style in a line of seven pieces, 
including coffee and side tables, coat racks, and chairs. 
The pieces will be offered in limited edition versions, and 
will come in two exotic wood options. 

Florense combines sustainable principles with state-
of-the-art craftsmanship to incorporate and translate 
those materials into beautiful furniture and cabinetry.

Collaboration
NATION
THREE BRANDS KNOWN 

FOR INNOVATION AND 
STYLE FORGE NEW 

DESIGN PARTNERSHIPS
FLORENSE X ASCARI

Designed by London-based pattern 
experts and designers, PATTERNITY, in 
collaboration with Cosentino’s Design 

Team, the Liquid Dekton collection offers three 
new innovative colors. Anna Murray and Grace 
Winteringham of PATTERNITY (at right), 
created a state-of-the-art, innovative trio of 
patterns inspired by liquid, and touching on the 
future of global trends.

True to the PATTERNITY ethos, the 
collection’s concept centers around the beauty 
of nature, environmental awareness, and 

celebrating sustainable design practice.
Colors in the collection are Liquid Sky, 

Liquid Shell, and Liquid Embers, making 
tangible the power of liquid, and offering a 
chance to integrate swirling, rippling, and fl uid 
ideas into everyday spaces. Liquid Sky (below 
right), is a marbled, cloud-like pattern with a 
white base and fl owing gray veins. Liquid Shell 
(below left), celebrates what lies below the 
ocean’s surface, and is reminiscent of the subtle 
ebb and fl ow of the tide. 

Aboutwater, a collaborative brand 
founded by Boffi  and Fantini in 
2010, has a history of collaborating 
with cutting-edge designers to 

produce architectural, beautiful fi xtures. In 
2017, the brand launched AK/25, designed by 
Paik Sun Kim (above left), and AA/27 designed 
by Michael Anastassiades (above right) in 
2018. Other designers who have worked with 

Aboutwater include Piero Lissoni and Naoto 
Fukasawa, who designed the fi rst collections, 
AF/21 and AL/23 respectively. 

Anastassiades’s collection features a 
harmonious design in a range from tub fi llers to 
faucets and showers. Kim’s designs are available 
in sleek matte black, and stand out for their 
unique innovation and Asian aesthetic. 
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Fab Collab

Florense calls itself a Brazilian company with 
Italian heritage, so it makes perfect sense that 
they would join forces with Helio Ascari, scion 
of the Ascari Formula 1 racing family. Ascari 

created Ascari Bicycles in 2011, and is known for his 
handcrafted, luxurious bicycles.

Ascari says, “When my wife and I bought a house 
in Bedford NY, Florense was my fi rst choice for the 
remodeling of our kitchen. Visiting their showroom in 
Manhattan, I couldn’t stop thinking about the endless 
possibilities how this could be a great opportunity to 
explore my creativity, and design a selection of items.”

Ascari’s leather wrapping technique complements 
Florense’s elegant, organic style in a line of seven pieces, 
including coffee and side tables, coat racks, and chairs. 
The pieces will be offered in limited edition versions, and 
will come in two exotic wood options. 

Florense combines sustainable principles with state-
of-the-art craftsmanship to incorporate and translate 
those materials into beautiful furniture and cabinetry.

Collaboration
NATION
THREE BRANDS KNOWN 

FOR INNOVATION AND 
STYLE FORGE NEW 

DESIGN PARTNERSHIPS
FLORENSE X ASCARI

Designed by London-based pattern 
experts and designers, PATTERNITY, in 
collaboration with Cosentino’s Design 

Team, the Liquid Dekton collection offers three 
new innovative colors. Anna Murray and Grace 
Winteringham of PATTERNITY (at right), 
created a state-of-the-art, innovative trio of 
patterns inspired by liquid, and touching on the 
future of global trends.

True to the PATTERNITY ethos, the 
collection’s concept centers around the beauty 
of nature, environmental awareness, and 

celebrating sustainable design practice.
Colors in the collection are Liquid Sky, 

Liquid Shell, and Liquid Embers, making 
tangible the power of liquid, and offering a 
chance to integrate swirling, rippling, and fl uid 
ideas into everyday spaces. Liquid Sky (below 
right), is a marbled, cloud-like pattern with a 
white base and fl owing gray veins. Liquid Shell 
(below left), celebrates what lies below the 
ocean’s surface, and is reminiscent of the subtle 
ebb and fl ow of the tide. 

Aboutwater, a collaborative brand 
founded by Boffi  and Fantini in 
2010, has a history of collaborating 
with cutting-edge designers to 

produce architectural, beautiful fi xtures. In 
2017, the brand launched AK/25, designed by 
Paik Sun Kim (above left), and AA/27 designed 
by Michael Anastassiades (above right) in 
2018. Other designers who have worked with 

Aboutwater include Piero Lissoni and Naoto 
Fukasawa, who designed the fi rst collections, 
AF/21 and AL/23 respectively. 

Anastassiades’s collection features a 
harmonious design in a range from tub fi llers to 
faucets and showers. Kim’s designs are available 
in sleek matte black, and stand out for their 
unique innovation and Asian aesthetic. 
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